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How did I convert $400 into $100,000 in mere 6 months? get scared and quickly sell their shares
for a low price, losing money. convince people they can easily turn revenue without any
experience or preparation. Nevertheless, learning to be a successful trader does not happen
starightaway - it requires planning and a carefully-planned structured approach to every trade.s
Cost will continue to Increase beyond $10,000” Media headlines comparable to “ Nevertheless,
when the market corrects and prices crash, these ‘weekend investors’Let's face the reality: most
people who also attempt trading will lose money, usually because of lack of preparation.For wellinformed and prepared traders the tale is quite different.e. With practice, making profitable
trades isn't too tough.Why Bitcoin’ Usually you remain a weekend investor and will inevitably lose
money.I've carefully structured this book to cover the strategies adn equipment I personally use
while trading and building massive profits. Become familiar with.. when to buyStop-loss
positioning, i.Use a professional Exchange System - Poloniex Analyse the Markets with Coinigy
(online charting device)Fundamentals of Technical Marketplace Analysis including the Dow
TheoryHow to Monitor the Relevant Marketplace IndicesHow Monitor Chart PatternsEntry
Strategies, i. In fact, in the event that you follow my strategies predicated on statistical analysis,
market indices an recurring predictable chart patterns you will discover that most crypto cost
swings are largely predictable..e. minimize risksExit strategies, i.e. when to sell
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Caution! I am completely new to cryptocurrency.We am completely new to cryptocurrency...
Caution! Just . Quick Read There were some good points made but nowhere in the book does the
author explain how he turned $400 into $100k, it will be nice to have heard his story considering
that is in the title. The author doesn't highlight the strategies he used, nor does he back his
title...somewhat.If you're a skilled trader, put your $2. Great start Needed to understand the

basics and Chris do just that.The biggest problem I've is in Chapter 9 when he recommends the
altcoin exchange Cryptsy and instructs readers on how to use it. I did a simple Google search on
that name to get the link and I see multiple search results on Cryptsy's implosion in past due
2015 (this publication was published July 2017?Does it call into query the book's advice all
together?). Cryptsy went offline in January 2016 after claims of insolvency and concealed theft.
Just search "Cryptsy" and you'll find it all too.Unless I am missing something really big because
I'm new to the cryptocurrency world, this is a glaring *mistake.* Clearly the Cryptsy debacle and
shutdown occurred much prior to July 2017 publication.? Probably not. Just be aware. love the
help of this cryptocurrency Perfectly written and researched publication Although it's true the
publication helped me to better understand cryptocurrency and how it operates and It is very
repetitive abd It explains the possible uses of cryptocurrency several times and sometimes
seems like it is wanting to convince you to use cryptocurrency rather than teaching about the
currency and For those who have any experience investing, you can learn more from the
cryptocurrency wikipedia page and bitcoins and various other cryptocurrencies are taking the
world by storm! every day increasing numbers of people are using them to pay for services and
products on the web and soon, these currencies could be more popular compared to the physical
ones Nonetheless, it's a satisfying, light, read and i'd recommend to everyone and this is
something everyone needs to know about. Disappointing, and misleading. Good guide to
investing A very quick read for investing cryptocurrencies.It's like reading a dumbed down
version of an altcoin market analysis research paper.The title is misleading. Hoped this book
would be a quick begin and it was.You can find more knowledge than this book offers for costfree at all.We didn't learn anything new, not where to get a better offer on BTC.I'd recommend
this, if you're clueless about altcoins. First, get a proof-article writer!99 in a coin instead.
Beginning to learn.I also found a number of errors with spelling and also the author combining up
bull and bear markets. It appears as if there was minimal if any proofreading before publishing
this book to Amazon.For $2.99 it's a worthwhile read if you're not used to investing / trading the
Crypto market segments. A whole lot of crypto books have no clear exit strategy. I've quite a
distance to go, however, I am now on a good path. Lambert makes these principals very clear. Its
a post Become familiar with more watching a free of charge video on youtube than this reserve.
This content appears like duplicate/pasted from a blog post.Save your 12 bucks! Very
informative The book introduces many concepts. "When a transaction between noes of a
network can be arranged, it is referred to as a node. This reserve provides a good introduction.
Definitely recommend it. Good starting point Excellent book for beginners, the conditions bear
and bull were mixed up a few times and the entire year bitcoin started was quoted incorrect as
2014. I like the Authors no non-sense, KISS (maintain it simple stupid strategy. An excellent
basic foundation and helpful in understanding the fundamentals needed to get started. More
about how the bitcoin produced him a lot of money and how keeping was a good thing even
though everything was saying sell Inspiring book. Easy to comprehend, mechanical access and
exit strategy. Great book for anyone with a hunger for crypto Trading I actually gave the spoke a
5-star rating because is a wonderful tool for someone just getting started with very little
understanding of cryptocurrencies. Mr. Not worth a cent! Pretty fundamental, with some
unfortunate mistakes about key concepts The content is fairly basic. It's also really brief,
although considering it is free with kindle unlimited, I cannot complain too much about the
length. Highly recommend be read. One of these is about 20% in when he defines a bearish
marketplace as having an "upwards trend in price", and a bullish market as a "negative price
craze." Another mistake a few pages later where he is actually providing the definition for a block

on the blockchain, but instead phone calls it a node. Crypto currency is the hottest thing at this
time, and it will pay to learn how to spend money on it." That second "node" should browse
"block." If the reader already knows these basics of trading and blockchain, they probably won't
get much from the reserve. If these basic principles are not familiar, however, I'm afraid these
errors may lead to further confusion. Ideally the errors and typos obtain cleaned up in future
revisions. I've traded stocks and recently made the change to crypto. There exists a lot of
wonderful information in the publication along with graphed to spot specific developments with
the stock. However there are some glaring mistakes. There have been sentences I acquired to reread many times but still couldn't get the meaning, and I'm not discussing specialized stuff
either, I get all that. I feel good about continue making small trades and practicing. Personally, i
think that by using some of the understanding gained out of this publication that anyone could
start Trading will handful of money and transform it into a fortune if you're patient and ready to
learn. More about how the bitcoin made him lots of money and how holding was a good thing
even though everything was stating sell, sell! Great Introduction to Trading I found Chris's
publication to be very informative and easy to understand. I look forward to the next book.
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